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NUCLEAR REACTIONS IN THE STARSAND IN THE LABORATORY �Gilles BogaertCentre de Spetrométrie Nuléaire et de Spetrométrie de Masse91406 Orsay Campus, Frane(Reeived Deember 7, 1999)The paper disusses the reation rates at low energies, needed for thedesription of nuleosynthesis proesses. In ontrast to the stellar envi-ronment, the laboratory measurements are ompliated by the oulombpotential sreening aused by bound eletrons. The onsequenes of reent7Be+p reation measurements on solar modelling are presented. The newhigh-energy laser failities will open new possibilities for measurements ofstellar reation rates.Abstrat provided by the editors.PACS numbers: 26.20.+f, 26.65.+t1. IntrodutionAstrophysiists want to desribe the physis involved in the various siteswhere nuleosynthesis takes plae, and aordingly the nulear parametersgoverning these proesses have to be determined as well as possible. Atuallythe modeling of the various sites needs the use of reations networks, inlud-ing all nulear reations and deays that an play a role in energy generationor hemial transformation of the material. For instane is shown (�gure 1)the reation network we used for big bang nuleosynthesis studies. For anyomputation one must know the rates of all these reations (symbolised bylines onneting the nulei) in the range of relevant temperatures.

� Invited talk presented at the XXVI Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, PolandSeptember 1�11, 1999. (299)
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Fig. 1. Reation network used for Big Bang nuleosynthesis alulations [1℄.1.1. Nulear reation ratesDue to the exponential inrease of the tunnelling probability with in-reasing energies, non resonant nulear reations usually our at higherenergies than the mean energy of partiles (orresponding to the site tem-perature), in the energy range of the so alled �Gamow peak� (in ase ofresonanes in the ross setion, this may be slightly modi�ed). In the sunore, the temperature is 15 millions degrees, that orresponds to a mean ki-neti energy of 1�2 keV. For the 7Be+p reation the Gamow peak energy is15�20 keV, however still muh smaller than the oulomb barrier. Cross se-

Fig. 2. The onvolution of the Maxwell Boltzmann distribution and the tunnelingfuntion through the barrier results in a peak (the Gamow peak) giving a su�ientlyhigh probability to allow a signi�ant number of reation to our (from [2℄).



Nulear Reations in the Stars and in the Laboratory 301tion determination of these reations leads to large experimental problemsonneted either with the low ross setion or with ativity of the target orthe beam for explosive nuleosynthesis studies. For the 7Be+p reation, theross setion at the Gamow peak energy ranges 10�15 barn! It should bestressed that eah reation with light nulei represents a spei� problem,and that no general omputation as Hauser�Feshbah type analysis is valid.1.2. Nulear reation ross setions at low energyIt is lear that nulear reation studies beome very di�ult at low en-ergy beause of the oulomb barrier. So far ross setions in the range ofpiobarn were measured for some partiular reations like 3He(3He,2p)4Heusing urrent tehnology (high intensity beam, underground experiment toredue the bakground in the detetors, multidetetors ...) . By hane itorresponds to the Gamow peak energy in the sun (see Fig. 3). But in allother ases the ross setions to be measured are smaller than piobarn byorders of magnitudes. Then the proedure is the following: the ross se-tion is measured at higher energies and then extrapolated to astrophysialenergies using theoretial alulations that must �t the experimental data.

Fig. 3. The 3He(3He,2p)4He S-fator measurements from [3℄.1.3. Eletron sreening e�et in laboratoryAt very low energy the extrapolation proedure may be ompliated bythe fat that ross setions measured in the laboratory are enhaned bythe oulomb potential sreening e�et arising from bound eletrons presentin the target (and the projetile). This sreening e�et has already been



302 G. Bogaertseen in many experiments involving light nulei (like 3He(3He,2p)4He; seeFig. 3). Roughly the sreening e�et has a notable in�uene for energiessmaller than 10 to 100 times the Ue value given by the di�erene in bindingenergy of the uni�ed atom and the sum of the projetile and target atoms.However some observed enhanement are found larger than predited, andthis disrepany make the sreened experimental data quite useless for barenuleus ross setion determination. These disrepanies ould have theirorigin in the energy loss data [4℄.1.4. Sreening in the stellar plasmaIn laboratory experiments eletrons are bound to the nuleus while instellar plasmas they oupy (mainly) ontinuum states. Therefore the sreen-ing e�ets are di�erent in the laboratory and in the stellar plasmas. In thesun ore for most reations the sreening is expeted to be weak and theSalpeter formula may be used whih takes into aount the Debye radius(that depends on the density, on the temperature and omposition of theplasma). This alulation is usually orreted for seond order e�ets and itis believed that the auray of the orretion is better than a few perentsfor all reations [4℄. However no one experiment was ever made to measurethe sreening e�et in a solar like plasma.2. The 7Be+p reation and solar neutrinos2.1. Solar modeling for the determination of the neutrino propertiesIn the sun ore the hydrogen nulei are burned into helium throughthree reation hains (�gure 4) and this transformation gives rise to variousneutrinos. To mention brie�y the experimental results, one an say that theneutrino �ux deteted on the Earth was always found appreiably smallerthan predited by the so alled Standard Model. The 7Be+p ross setiongoverns the �ux of 8B neutrinos that plays a ritial role in the solar neutrinopuzzle: the neutrinos from 8B deays are very energeti and the most easilydeteted on the Earth. Furthermore the 8B neutrino �ux is very sensitiveto the sun temperature (� is proportional to T24 and a lower 8B neutrino�ux ould have its origin in a lower ore temperature). After the Gallexand Sage experiment, the set of neutrinos data rules out any explanationof the observed de�it by only solar modeling (i.e. with a ooler sun ore)or nulear reations rates (dereasing the �ux of material proessed by thisreation). So the experimental results on solar (and atmospheri) neutrinosare onsidered strong evidene for neutrino osillation senarios, in whihthe still unertain mass di�erenes and mixing angles may be related tothe solar modeling and nulear ross setions. For the neutrino properties
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Fig. 4. The main nulear reations in the sun.

Fig. 5. 90% CL ombined �t for the 7Be and 8B �uxes. The best �tours at �(7Be)< 0 and around half the 8B Standard Model value (fromhttp://dept.physis.upenn.edu/ www/neutrino/ by N. Hata and P. Langaker).determination, it is important to know aurately all reations rates like3He(3He,2p)4He and 7Be(p,)8B with an auray better than 5% as shownin details by Bahall et al. [5℄.2.2. The 7Be+p reation ross setion reent measurementsDuring years the ross setion of 7Be+p ross setion was alulated byaveraging the world data whih were in disagreement by more than 30%due to systemati errors that were not understood. Many experiments arenow running around the world (at Seattle, Rehovot, Naples, Bohum . . . )to obtain more aurate results and remove any doubt on the value of theross setion. Most reent measurement [6, 7℄ give results ompatible withthose of Filippone et al. [8℄ (see �gure 6).
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Fig. 6. S fator world data for the 7Be(p,) reation.2.3. Extrapolation at solar energyThe 7Be(p,) reation is measured at energies higher than 110 keV, whileit takes plae at around 20 keV in the sun. Due to the small binding energyof 8B (Q = 137:5 keV), the 7Be+p reation at low energy is an externaldiret apture proess (see [9℄ for the most reent alulation, within theframe of the shell model, and referenes herein) whih takes plae at largedistanes (greater than 7 fm). At suh distanes the E1 apture probesthe Whittaker asymptotis of the ground state and the Coulomb funtionsdesribing the 7Be+p sattering states. Consequently below 300 or 400keV the ross setion behaviour should be almost model independent. Athigher energies theoretial alulations disagree for the energy dependeneof the ross setion beause above 400 keV the reation beomes sensitive tonulear struture (the apture proess probes the internal wave funtions).For an aurate extrapolation (model independent) only low energy dataould in priniple be used. Extrapolation of the most reent data leads toa value near 19 eV b, 15 % below the previously adopted value of 22.4 eVb obtained by averaging the world data. This implies a redution by thesame fator of the neutrino �ux. However, some theoretial alulationsdo predit levels in 8B that have not been seen, but ould exist above thepartile threshold [10℄. The tails of suh resonanes ould have an in�ueneon the ross setion at low energy. So due to the auray needed in thease of this reation involved in the solar modeling and neutrino generationin the sun, both areful theoretial and experimental studies should still bemade.



Nulear Reations in the Stars and in the Laboratory 3052.4. In�uene of new reation rates on the solar modelingReently the ross setions of solar reations have been srutinized andritially reviewed by two independent groups of physiists. The �rst om-pilation was made for sun modelisation purpose [4℄. The seond has moreambitious goal and provide reation rates for most nulear proesses involv-ing nulei with mass<40 [11℄. In a reent paper both ompilations are usedas input in the same solar standard model [12℄. Calulations are made for theglobal struture of the sun, expeted neutrinos �uxes, hemial omposition,and sound speed pro�les.Table I [12℄ shows the expeted �uxes for the three neutrino experiments(hlorine, gallium and Kamiokande) ompared with the observed values. Inthe last line are shown the expeted �uxes in events per day while in SNUfor the two �rst lines. The Kamiokande (hlorine) experiment is sensibleonly (respetively partly) to the 8B neutrinos. The di�erene between theexpeted �uxes is mainly due to the di�erene in the 7Be+p ross setionvalues adopted by both ompilations, namely 21 [11℄ and 19 eV b [4℄.TABLE IObserved neutrinos �uxes ompared with alulationsN99 A98 Observed values�Gallex 130.1 128.4 77.75 SNU�Chlore 8.31 7.71 2.55 SNU�Ka 0.61 0.55 0.29evts/day

Fig. 7. Relative di�erene in sound veloities between the sun and the alibratedmodels from [12℄; C88, A98 N99 refer to [4, 11, 13℄ respetively.



306 G. BogaertThe sound speed alulated using both sets of data are ompared to eahother and to the sound speed dedued from helioseismology measurementsmade by the SOHO satellite. The results for the sound speed disagree byaround 30% in the region above the ore and below the onvetive zone(R <0.7 Rsun) due to a small 5% di�erene in the p+ p reation rate (whihwas never measured). This reation governs the rate of the hydrogen fusioninto helium and then the atual ore size and the temperature and densitypro�le inside the sun. One sees that a muh better auray in nulear rosssetions is needed to take pro�t of the helioseismology measurements.3. High energy lasersThe development of high energy laser failities in US (NIF) and Frane(MegaJoule) is opening many new �elds for the experimentalists. The highenergy high density plasmas produed by laser shots are lose to those foundin the stars, and astrophysis should provide strong motivations to studyingtheses plasmas: among these are radiative opaities, the equation of state,plasma instabilities, et.3.1. Plasmas for nulear astrophysis studiesThere are two motivations for nulear reation studies with plasmas:the �rst is a fundamental motivation to study the in�uene of the plasmasharateristis on the nulear reations: the sreening of the nuleus oulombpotential ould be studied for the �rst time in stellar onditions. The seondis that this tool is expeted to be more powerfull that aelerators-basedexperiments due to the huge amount of reations produed in the heatedplasmas with mm or m sizes. In addition, nulear reations our in avery short time, and no bakground events should mask the true events indetetors!Figure 8 desribes the temperature density parameter spae relevant forhigh energy laser plasmas. The NIF and MJ onditions overlap variousstellar burning phases. Even without ignition of a D+T bullet, hydrogenand helium burning temperatures are obtainable at orresponding densityregimes. It seems possible that using appropriate target design one may beable to nearly reprodue these stellar onditions during a very short time(ns).
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the regimes of temperature and density that will be attainedon the MJ with typial onditions found for various stars [14℄.3.2. An example: the d(p,)3He reationThis reation ould be studied as a test ase [15℄ using the gas bagtehnique (a diret shot on a bullet �lled with protonium and deuterium)that is expeted to guarantee homogeneous onditions during nanoseondperiods of time. Table II shows the number of expeted ounts for varioustemperatures and for a 0.6 m3 gas bag. One sees that at 3.1 keV theexpeted ount is the same as for an aelerator-based measurement at 10keV during 5000 hours! TABLE IIExpeted number of events in a plasma at various temperatures ompared withaelerator-based measurements for the d(p,)3He reation.T EGamow �Gamow rate/ns etvs/time failitykelvin /m3 m3/3bars1 E6 1.1 0.9 1.E-7 LIL5 E6 3.1 2.7 0.2 100/s LIL100 E6 23 32 40000 2E7/s MJEm=10keV 10 100/5000h aeleratorThe detetion system should have both a high e�ieny for 5.5 MeV rays and a very e�ient neutron rejetion beause the D + D reation isexpeted to produe a huge amount of 2.5 MeV neutrons (more than 500times the gamma �ux). Neutrons gamma disrimination ould be based on



308 G. Bogaerttime of �ight tehnique, provided the detetors are at a distane larger than1 meter. The gamma indued signal should then be integrated in 10 to 20ns. High dynamis (fator 1000) is required due to high sensitivity of thereation rate with the temperature. Finally a TAPS like detetor appearswell suited for the study of this reation in the MJ hamber. With a fewtens to a few hundred of thousands of events in the range 107 to 109 K, theneeded statistis ould be reahed with a single shot, or with a few shots forlow temperature regimes. 4. ConlusionFrom the early times when Davis and Bahall wanted to detet solarneutrinos to hek that nulear reations are the sun's fuel, to the presentday, no agreement has ever been found between the measured neutrino �uxand the theoretial preditions. In order to redue the unertainties in solarmodeling all the key reations have been investigated many times with in-reasingly sophistiated methods and tehniques. Despite these e�orts toolarge unertainties still remain for some important reations like 7Be(p,)8B,3He(4He,)7Be, 3He(p; e+�e)4He, and even the p+ p one. The auray re-quirement is found in others areas: the 12C(�; )16O reation should bementioned as the most important reation for large mass star evolution andalso a few reations for Big Bang nuleosynthesis alulations with too largeunertainties when ompared with the auray of the determination of thelight element abundanes. For a few years now nulear astrophysis has en-tered the preision era ... . For this preision are also needed data on stellarsreening, and for the �rst time new failities will reate sample plasmassimilar to those found in astronomial bodies and will provide a laboratoryenvironment for the study of various plasma properties.REFERENCES[1℄ A. Co et al., Astrophys. J. 402 (1993).[2℄ C. Rolfs, W. Rodney, Cauldrons in the Cosmos, the University of ChiagoPress, 1988.[3℄ M. Junker et al. Phys. Rev. C57, 2700 (1998).[4℄ E. Adelberger et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 70, 1265 (1998.[5℄ J. Bahall et al., Phys. Rev. D58, 1 (1998).[6℄ F.Hammahe et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 80, 928 (1998).[7℄ M. Hass et al., Phys. Lett. B462, 237 (1999).[8℄ B.W. Filippone et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 50, 412 (1983); Phys. Rev. C28, 2222(1983).
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